Asset Management
gets connected
How to boost your ROI — the smart way

Knowledge is the lifeblood of
effective asset management.
Whether it’s a shipping container
on a flatbed, or a Bobcat® Loader
sitting idle in the yard — you need
to know where that asset is and
how it’s operating, at any given
second of the day.
To complicate matters, asset
operations managers are
increasingly called to improve
efficiencies, and maximize utilization
and ROI across mixed-asset fleets.
Losing an asset can mean losing an
opportunity for your organization.
Accurate asset tracking and
monitoring is critical if you want to
tackle these challenges head-on.
Fortunately, smart, cost-effective
solutions are available to improve
your business operations.

How can Sprint help?

Here’s what Sprint has to offer…

When combined with an intelligent
management solution, IoT lets you
connect, track and monitor your
assets in near real-time — whether
they’re at your premises, or out in
the field.

Using IoT technology, Sprint Asset
Management solutions deliver near
real-time visibility to help you track
and monitor your assets, regardless
of their size or application.

Sprint’s IoT-powered asset
management solutions deliver
intelligent visibility across many
sectors, including:
Shipping
Track unpowered containers used
in various transportation modes —
from a ship, to rail, to a truck
Ground Transportation
Track and monitor trailers to
improve utilization, streamline
scheduling, and reduce theft
or unauthorized use
Heavy Equipment
Track and monitor high-value
construction equipment to improve
utilization, including geofencing
to guard against theft and
unauthorized movement
Transportation Terminals
Track support equipment at major
transportation hubs like airports
or train stations

Better yet, you can access the
critical insights you need to boost
operational efficiency through a
simple, user-friendly interface —
anytime, anywhere.
But that’s not all. With our solutions,
you can:
• Improve utilization and productivity
by monitoring asset condition and
usage with metrics such as
temperature, equipment engine
hours and more
• Set asset boundaries using
geofencing to deter theft and
unauthorized use
• Customize reports to track your
most important metrics
• Optimize application performance
through our dedicated IoT network
• Save time and money with
diagnostic monitoring for
proactive maintenance

Asset Management

Not sure if you need asset
management support?
Do you:
• Have high-value assets at
remote locations?
• Have difficulty locating
assets on-demand?
• Lack automated asset
visibility?
• Often struggle with lost and
misplaced assets and high
backfill costs?
• Need to reduce theft and
unauthorized asset use?

Why choose Asset Management
with Sprint?
We’ve worked with many businesses
to optimize asset management, so
we know this is about a whole lot
more than the software.
As your trusted asset management
provider, we’ll work closely with you
to select and implement a solution
that best meets your needs — and
your customers’ expectations.
We stand apart from other providers,
and that’s because we offer:
Bend-over BackwardTM support
We’re dedicated to delivering
the highest quality of service —
24/7/365

A trusted network
Ready to help your business
operate more efficiently
Innovative IoT technologies
Get superior application
performance from a dedicated
IoT network
Asset management expertise
Identify the best asset
management solution based
on your unique needs
Trusted strategic companies
Take advantage of our experience
from working with multiple
strategic companies

• Wish to reduce maintenance
costs through proactive
diagnostics and preventive
maintenance?
• Need to boost productivity
and all-round efficiency?
• Seek to improve customer
satisfaction using exact
records for asset deployment?
If you answered yes to any
of these questions, your
organization could benefit
from improved asset tracking
and monitoring capabilities.
And we can help.
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Let’s Talk
To learn more about how Sprint can help you maximize ROI
for your assets, talk to your Sprint Rep today 1-877-633-1102.

